1. Introduction

Snowpacks alter the energy and mass fluxes between the land surface and atmosphere, influencing the hydrologic cycle across local, regional, and global scales [1]. Snow provides water resources for human use [2] and ecosystems [3] and is central to mountain recreation and tourism-based economies [4–6]. Annual peak snowpack declines on the order of 30–100% in midlatitude mountains are widely projected by Earth system models—with the greatest declines in lower elevations—though the magnitudes vary between projection method and emissions pathway [7–9]. Loss of snowpack alters the mountain hydrology many societies and ecosystems have long-relied upon. Warming-induced snow loss changes the timing, quantity, and quality of water resources provided by headwater regions to downstream communities [1,2,10,11] and reduces seasonal drought predictability [12].

A modern analog of an increasingly snow-free and drought-prone future is unfolding in real-time in the southwestern United States, a global hotspot of freshwater vulnerability [13]. Since the early 2000s, expectations of a warming climate have been met or exceeded [14–16], with the severity akin to centennial-scale duration Medieval megadroughts [17,18]. Following 20 years of aridification combined with increasing demand and a management system developed during a wetter and cooler western U.S. climate [16,18–20], major snow-fed reservoir levels in the Upper and Lower Colorado Basin are at all-time lows, threatening water supply and energy generation [21]. Negative economic and health impacts of these outcomes on society (especially in underprivileged and disadvantaged communities [22]) and ecosystems west-wide are increasingly compounded by other warming-induced changes: more frequent and extreme wildfire and air pollution episodes, heat waves, and flooding [23,24]. Similar outcomes are being observed in other
water-limited regions of the world [13], with Chile being a close analog to the western U.S. [25,26].

One broad indicator of hydroclimate change in mountains is the seasonality, or persistence, of the snowpack. Snowpack seasonality can be quantified in many ways [27–31]. As part of characterizing snowpack seasonality across the conterminous United States using a gridded snow water equivalent (SWE) product [32] and the snow seasonality metric (SSM) [29], Hatchett [33] performed a thought experiment to explore: (1) how this metric could identify generally seasonal snowpacks that historically demonstrated less seasonal to occasionally ephemeral behaviors (another form of ‘at-risk’ snowpacks [34]) and (2) to estimate the volume of water stored in peak SWE in these snowpacks, with the assumption that patterns of runoff will be different in ephemeral compared to seasonal years. The results showed that many watersheds in the western U.S. could transition to more ephemeral snowpacks, suggesting variations in the timing and magnitude of runoff compared to historically expected behaviors. This approach highlighted the value of the SSM as a tool to identify regions of potential snow seasonality change. Such identification is a potentially helpful step in developing vulnerability assessments and prioritizing the implementation of adaptation and mitigation strategies aimed at addressing projected snowpack decline [4,35]. Given the reliance on snow-derived water resources across scales throughout the western U.S. and worldwide, loss of snow could factor into local decision-making and planning in both snowy locales and communities far removed but reliant upon snow-derived water resources [8,13,36–38].

Extending the application of the SSM method to examine additional land surface changes associated with transitions from seasonal to ephemeral snowpacks or reductions in snow seasonality may provide insight into direct and indirect hydrologic changes. Here, we apply the SSM to an extreme and persistent drought of the future identified as part of California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment [39]. The SSM is used to identify various regions where snow seasonality transitions occur and to assess changes in peak SWE and runoff. It is also used to explore how projected changes in area burned by wildfire vary across transition regimes (e.g., where seasonal snowpacks become more ephemeral). The results highlight the potential for mid-century levels of warming (≈3 °C) in California) but persistently dry conditions to drive notable hydrologic changes throughout the Pacific Southwest.

2. Data
2.1. California’s Drought of the Future

The drought scenario selected for analysis is based upon the projected driest 20-year span within the suite of 10 statistically downscaled Fifth Coupled Model Intercomparison Project (CMIP5) Earth system model projections (from an initial set of 32 models in the CMIP5 collection) found to best represent the regional hydroclimate [39,40]. Described in detail in California’s Fourth Climate Change Assessment [39], this drought scenario originates from the Hadley Model (HadESM2-ES) and aims to provide a ‘stress test’ to examine impacts on water resources should such a dry spell occur. The drought spans water years (WY) 2051–2070. Water years span 1 October to 30 September, with the year corresponding to the final year. For example, WY2051 spans 1 October 2050–30 September 2051. During the WY2051-2070 drought period, the median projected North Coast and Sierra Nevada precipitation is approximately 78% of the median 55-year historical period (WY1951–2005), and warming is approximately +3 °C [39]. Despite overall dry conditions, occasional wet years still occur.

2.2. Hydroclimate Projections

We acquired gridded, 1/16° (6 km) horizontal resolution, daily temporal resolution historical and projected estimates of precipitation, temperature, runoff, snow water equivalent (SWE), and evapotranspiration (ET) from Cal-Adapt (https://cal-adapt.org, accessed on: 5 June 2022) for the HadGEM2-ES simulation under representative concentration
pathway RCP8.5. Historical hydroclimate estimates of temperature and precipitation produced by Livneh et al. [41], were used as input to the locally constructed analogs statistical downscaling methodology [39] to create historic (1950–2005) and projected (A.D. 2006–2099) hydroclimate estimates for the HadGEM2-ES model over the Pacific Southwest domain. We subset LOCA-generated outputs of projected temperature and precipitation for the historical period spanning 1 January 1950–31 December 2005 and the identified mid-century drought spanning 1 January 2050–31 December 2070 (water years 2051–2070).

Precipitation and temperature outputs from LOCA were used as input to the Variable Infiltration-Capacity Model [42] to produce a suite of hydrologic output variables at 1/16° (6 km) horizontal resolution and daily temporal resolution. We used VIC-generated SWE, runoff, and ET outputs for the same historical and projected periods as the LOCA output. Historical and projected hydroclimate conditions of median precipitation, SWE, and runoff are shown for the two periods in Figure 1. Aggregated, unimpaired VIC-derived runoff at streamflow gaging points for six major California river systems ultimately terminating at the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta (Figure 2a) were also acquired from CalAdapt at monthly time steps for the period spanning 1 January 1950–31 December 2099. The six rivers and their gage locations include the Sacramento River at Red Bluff, the Feather River at Lake Oroville, the Yuba River at Smartville, the Mokelumne River at Pardee Reservoir, the Tuolumne River at Don Pedro Reservoir, and the San Joaquin River at Millerton Reservoir. These six rivers—managed by local, state, and federal agencies to meet water resource demands (human and ecosystem) and mitigate flood hazards—span a range of upstream hydroclimate conditions, from rain-dominated (Sacramento River) to transitional (Feather and Yuba Rivers) to increasingly snow-dominated (Mokelumne, Tuolumne, and San Joaquin Rivers). In all cases, seasonal snowpacks in river headwaters play important, albeit varying, roles in the hydrologic cycle and water management (Figure 2a).

2.3. Wildfire Projections

A suite of statistical models of large wildfire occurrence (including frequency and size) were also developed as part of California’s Fourth Climate Assessment [43]. The suite of models comprises a range of population and development footprint scenarios as well as fuel treatment scenarios and emissions scenarios. It spans nearly the same period (calendar years 1953–2099) at the same horizontal resolution (6 km) as the LOCA and VIC inputs, making it ideal for evaluation in concert with other projected climate changes at local and regional scales. The wildfire model utilizes spatially explicit statistical and Monte-Carlo-based methods (i.e., random draws from appropriate probability models) to simulate key aspects of wildfire activity (e.g., fire presence, number of fires, fire size) at monthly timesteps using inputs of population, land use and land cover (including an additional fire regime condition class), and hydroclimate inputs. Hydroclimate inputs are provided by both LOCA and VIC outputs and includes daily maximum and minimum temperature, precipitation, and potential and actual ET. Ignitions, which are dominantly human-caused in California [44], were simulated using a Poisson lognormal model that mirrored historic ignition frequencies. Four ESMs provided input to the wildfire model, including the HadGEM2-ES model, which we evaluate here using the business-as-usual fuel treatment scenario (i.e., no forest fuel reduction treatments occurring at scale). Additional model details and limitations are provided in Westerling [43] and references therein. Model results are generally consistent with historic conditions providing greater confidence in reporting the expectations of a warming climate: statewide results include a 77% increase in mean annual area burned by the end of the 21st century with a nearly 50% increase in large fires (>10,000 ha), the majority occurring in inland forested areas of northern California [43].
Figure 1. Median annual (a) precipitation, (b) peak snow water equivalent, and (c) runoff for the historic (water years 1951–2005) period from the HadGEM2-ES model. (d–g) as in (a–c) but for the projected driest 20-year span in the 21st century (water years 2051–2070). (g) Time series of state-wide 2051–2070 median precipitation, peak snow water equivalent, and total runoff as a fraction of historic 1951–2005.
Figure 2. (a) Median historic peak snow water equivalent with six major rivers studied and the location of the Sacramento-San Joaquin Delta. (b) Projected change in median peak snow water equivalent. (c) Historic (water years 1951–2005) snow seasonality classification. (d) Projected transitions in snow seasonality during the 20-year mid-21st century dry spell.
3. Methods

3.1. The Snow Seasonality Metric

Petersky and Harpold [29] developed the snow seasonality metric (SSM) to identify seasonal and ephemeral snowpacks on a continuous scale. Seasonal snowpacks are defined following [27] with a requirement of 60 days of continuous snow cover. Continuous snow cover can be inferred from various snowpack variables, including \( \text{SWE} > 0 \) or \( \text{snowdepth} > 0 \). The minimum 50 cm depth criteria imposed by [27] for seasonal snowpacks is not included, making the definition broader as in [33]. The snow seasonality metric is defined as:

\[
\text{SSM} = \frac{\text{Days Seasonal Snow} - \text{Days Ephemeral Snow}}{\text{Days with Snow}}
\]  

We calculated the median SSM for historical and future periods, with differences reported as the future minus the historical. Because only one model realization was available and the sample size of the drought period small (20 years), we did not perform any statistical significance testing. Transitions in median SSM were identified as the following cases:

1. Seasonal snowpacks → ephemeral snowpacks: The transition from a seasonal snowpack to an ephemeral snowpack represents a notable change in the properties and role of the snowpack on the landscape. This transition indicates that on average, a 60-day period of continuous snowpack no longer occurs. Historically, many seasonal Pacific Southwest snowpacks can transition to ephemeral during dry (sunny and warm) and/or rainier-than-normal winter seasons [33].

2. No change: SSM values remain the same between the two periods.

3. Less seasonal snowpacks: Snowpacks that become less seasonal are expected to experience more days of ephemeral snow, but not enough to remove the 60 day continuous snowpack presence constraint (shifting them into the first category, seasonal snowpacks → ephemeral snowpacks). The most seasonal snowpack has an SSM equal to 1, indicating once snow begins falling for a winter season, it accumulates continuous before peaking and beginning its ablation back to snow-free conditions. As a result of ephemeral snow days before beginning the seasonal cycle of accumulation or following the melt-out of seasonal snow, the SSM will often be less than 1. The increasing fraction of fall or spring precipitation falling as rain instead of snow [45] and increasing dry day frequencies [46] are two ways during the shoulder seasons to create more ephemeral snowpacks as less snow accumulates and more opportunities for melt occur.

4. More seasonal snowpacks: For a seasonal snowpack to become more seasonal in a warmer and drier world, there must be a decline in the number of ephemeral snow days, driving the value produced by Equation (1) to approach 1, likely to occur only in high elevations where snow is not transitioning to rain during the core winter season. The loss of high elevation ephemeral snow days is likely the result of winter or spring drying (enhanced seasonality), an additional expectation of California climate change [47,48], as temperatures during precipitation more frequently remain cold enough to produce snow.

3.2. Other Projections

All other projections (hydroclimate variables and burned area) were subset by the four snow seasonality transition regions to examine changes. Peak SWE was calculated as the annual maximum of SWE for each grid point. Wildfire projections, as noted in Section 2.3, were only available for California. Thus, the subset regions are limited to within the state’s boundaries. Streamflow at the six major river systems is reported as median monthly fractions of median total historic flow for the time periods reported. Dry days were defined as days with zero (0 mm) precipitation for the water year or the fall season (September–November). Water year ET was summed for each year, and the median date at which 95%, or the vast majority, of the total ET for the water year was found.
4. Results

4.1. Characteristics of the Mid-Century Dry Spell

The mid-century dry spell is characterized by domain-wide declines in median precipitation (Figure 1a,d), with a median statewide precipitation of 72% of historic. Despite dry conditions overall, three years show near-historic levels of precipitation (Figure 1g). Given a +3 °C of mean warming, this warming and drying drives region-wide declines in snowpack with the majority of years at or below 25% of historic peak SWE (Figure 1g). This is consistent with mid-to-late century SWE loss projections of 50–70% across a range of future projections in the literature [8]; Figures 1b,e and 2b). The largest declines in peak SWE magnitude occur in northern California’s southern Cascades and Sierra Nevada (Figure 2b) that drain into the Sacramento, Feather, and Yuba Rivers (Figure 2a). Consistent with decreased precipitation and a warmer and drier atmosphere, runoff also broadly declines across the domain (Figure 1c,f) to a statewide median value of 38% of historic runoff during the dry spell. Annually, runoff is well-correlated (Spearman’s rho = 0.9, p < 0.0001) with precipitation (Figure 1g).

4.2. Effect of the Mid-Century Dry Spell on Snow Seasonality

Snow seasonality transitions compared to historical conditions (Figure 2c) are evident throughout the domain in response to decreased snowpack accumulation amidst warmer and persistently drier conditions (Figure 2d). Although many historically ephemeral regions remain ephemeral (83%; Figure 2d), they demonstrate reduced peak winter snowpack accumulations compared to historical conditions (Figures 1b,e and 2c). 17% of the area encompassed by historically ephemeral snowpacks no longer accumulates a snowpack during the projected dry spell. Historically seasonal snowpacks transitioning to ephemeral snowpacks compose large areas (80%) of lower to middle elevations surrounding mountains throughout California, Oregon, Nevada, and Idaho. Higher elevation regions (17%) become less seasonal near the crests of the Sierra Nevada (California), Ruby Mountains (Nevada), southern Cascades (southern Oregon), and southwestern Rockies (southwestern Idaho). Only the highest elevations, near the crests of major mountain ranges, become more seasonal (4%) as drying fall and springs reduce the number of snow days before and following seasonal snow accumulation and melt, making the numerator larger in Equation (1). Sub-setting snowpack declines by transition region indicate substantial losses (50–100%) in historically seasonal snowpacks that become ephemeral snowpacks (Figure 3a), moderate losses (30–80%) in remaining seasonal snowpacks (Figure 3b,d), and near total peak snowpack loss in historically ephemeral snowpacks (Figure 3c).

4.3. Wildfire Projections

Wildfire projections subset by snow seasonality transition regions indicate widespread and large (200–400%) increases in projected area burned across California snow zones during the mid-century dry spell, especially in the north state regions highlighted by [43]. In seasonal snowpack → ephemeral snowpack transitions, the greatest increases in burned area are projected for the northernmost portions of California (Figures 4a and 5a). The remaining seasonal snowpacks are projected to have less increase in area burned (Figure 5b,d) as a result of infrequent historical wildfire at high elevations. This implies small increases in area burned will equate to large percentage changes (increases on the order of 300–400%; Figure 4b,d). Historically ephemeral snowpack regions, which remain ephemeral (no change), observe widespread and large increases (100–200%) in the annual area burned along the western slope of the Sierra Nevada, with smaller increases across California.
Figure 3. Projected percent change in median peak snow water equivalent during the 20-year mid-21st century dry spell compared to the historic period for: (a) seasonal snowpacks → ephemeral snowpacks, (b) less seasonal snowpacks, (c) no change, and (d) more seasonal snowpacks.
Figure 4. Increases (percentage) in wildfire acres burned for snow seasonality transitions: (a) seasonal snowpacks $\rightarrow$ ephemeral snowpacks, (b) less seasonal snowpacks, (c) no change, and (d) more seasonal snowpacks.
Figure 5. As in Figure 4 but showing mean change in annual wildfire area burned for snow seasonality transitions: (a) seasonal snowpacks → ephemeral snowpacks, (b) less seasonal snowpacks, (c) no change, and (d) more seasonal snowpacks.

4.4. Changes in Streamflow

Region-wide reductions in precipitation and runoff (Figure 1) and snowpack seasonality (Figure 2) alter the magnitude and timing of streamflow (Figure 6). The mid-century dry spell indicates upwards of 50% decreases in flow during the winter and spring months at all locations; these flows are lower than late-century projections (2071–2099), which
are relatively wetter but warmer. Peak monthly flows decline in all locations, with the largest declines in the snow-dominated Mokelumne, Tuolumne, and San Joaquin rivers (Figure 6d–f). The Sacramento and Feather Rivers undergo the greatest projected warm season flow decreases (Figure 6a,b). During the mid-century dry spell, peak flow timing shifts one to two months earlier in the rain-dominated Sacramento and transitional Yuba and Feather basins (Figure 6a–c). Later century projections extending to 2099 indicate how additional warming will cause a one-month earlier shift in peak flow timing in the Mokelumne and Tuolumne basins (Figure 6d,e). In the San Joaquin basin, peak monthly flows continue to occur in May through the end of the century (Figure 6f).

**Figure 6.** Projected changes in simulated monthly runoff for six major river systems in California: (a) the Sacramento River at Red Bluff, (b) the Feather River at Lake Oroville, (c) the Yuba River at Smartville, (d) the Mokelumne River at Pardee Reservoir, (e) the Tuolumne River at Don Pedro Reservoir, and (f) the San Joaquin River at Millerton Reservoir. Values provided indicate the percentage of median total annual water year flow during the Mid-Century Dry Spell (MCDS) to historic total annual water year flow.

5. Discussion

A key signal of climate warming is a reduced snowpack [1,7,8,38]. By additionally assessing changes in the snowpack’s seasonality, we gain additional perspective of how the mountain hydrologic system changes, why it changes, and how these changes may impact local and downstream communities and their water resources. During a projected “worst case” scenario—the driest 20-year span in the 21st century—we identified widespread transitions of seasonal snowpacks to ephemeral snowpacks and less seasonal snowpacks (Figure 2b). This implies more sporadic presence/absence of snow and shorter durations of seasonal snowpacks. Such a climatological transition to persistent dry snow drought throughout the season [49], or what has been termed “low-to-no snow” [8], is consistent with projections for overall drying [50] but also precipitation-induced drying of the shoulder season (i.e., fall and spring; [47]), an increased fraction of precipitation falling as rain rather than snow [51,52], more frequent dry days [46], and generally higher humidity of maritime ranges favoring melt [53]. Indeed, the HadGEM2-ES model simulates an increase in dry days throughout the water year (Figure 7a). The increase in fall dry days (Figure 7c) contributes to decreased fall precipitation (Figure 7d). Projected increases in dry days during fall and less fall season precipitation indicate an extension of historic trends resulting from delayed strengthening of the Aleutian Low [48]. Combined, these conditions limit snowpack accumulation and present additional opportunities for snow to melt under sunny and increasingly warm and dry conditions, favoring ephemeral snowpacks or shallower and warmer seasonal snowpacks.
Increasingly ephemeral snowpacks and persistent drought pose challenges to water management paradigms built on the assumption of abundant seasonal snowpacks [8,12,19,54]. With less snowpack cold content [27], ephemeral snowpacks are more prone to melt and potentially increase flood hazards [55]. Elevated midwinter runoff, whether via radiation-driven melt or rain falling instead of snow, often occurs at the expense of later season flows as this water is not stored in the mountain snowpack and is more readily available for ET, lowering runoff efficiency. With a hypothetical multi-decade dry spell, we show a reduction of median annual flows to nearly 50% of historical levels (Figure 6), which...
correlates with increasingly ephemeral snowpacks in the Sierra Nevada. While we were not able to perform statistical significance testing due to the single model approach and the small sample size of the future drought, the magnitudes of projected change during this dry spell would likely stress the reservoir and floodplain management practices predicated on a past climate \[8,19\]. The ongoing “Millenium Drought” starting around 2000 in the southwestern U.S. \[21\] is likely the best analog for the stress and impacts a projected drier and warmer future would bring to water resources, ecosystems, and society. Both the ongoing situation and the projected dry spell scenario examined here highlight that infrastructure could benefit from retrofitting and new construction to enable operations supported by increasingly available real-time monitoring \[56,57\] and forecasting of atmospheric and land surface conditions \[58–60\] to more effectively capture, convey, and store \[61,62\] mountain-generated runoff. The water management implications of an earlier shift in peak flow timing (Figure 6) will be compounded by the fact that there could also be fewer but more extreme \[63–65\] and warmer \[52,66–68\] high-impact atmospheric river events, even amidst an extended drought \[69\]. Improvements and changes in infrastructure and management should incorporate community-based engagement strategies to ensure more equitable outcomes and enhance employment opportunities for populations most at-risk to weather and climate hazards \[22\].

Several cascading impacts could also result from snowpack decline across the U.S. Pacific Southwest. Reductions in seasonal snowpack drive losses in land available for snow-based winter recreation, consistent with historical trends \[5\]. These reductions could present major economic implications for tourism-dependent, often rural, and generally underserved communities \[4\]. As the contribution of snowmelt to runoff declines \[70\], warm season recreation and tourism suffer from low river flows, air quality reductions from local or long-range transport, as well as forest, road, and trail closures from increasingly large and frequent wildfires moving upslope into the seasonal snow zone (Figure 4; \[6,23,71\]). Snowpack loss over the Great Basin and changing synoptic circulations suggest increasing chances of hot and fire-favoring fall and winter season Santa Ana winds \[24,72\], which bring forth numerous negative economic and health impacts on large populations \[73,74\]. Additional reductions in streamflow from major rivers once flowing into the Sacramento-San Joaquin River Delta, particularly during the dry and extended warm season (June–September \[75\]) will exacerbate the existing suite of widespread problems arising due to changes in ecosystem health, water quality, water availability and electricity generation \[11,76,77\].

Projected increases in wildfire burned area in previously snow-dominated environments (Figures 5 and 6) are cause for concern. These increases are consistent with projected warming-induced drying \[50\]. The 40–60 day shift in earlier timing of ET onset (Figure 7b) in tandem with reduced precipitation (Figure 1e) and snow cover duration (Figure 2d) suggests the transition from energy-limited conditions to moisture-limited conditions \[78,79\] will occur sooner during prolonged drought as soil moisture is well-correlated with snow disappearance date \[80\]. This transition suggests faster and earlier drying of live and dead fuels, greater chances of tree mortality \[81\], and longer durations when receptive fuels are present during increasingly arid autumns (Figure 7) \[47,48,82\].

Wildfire, especially high severity fire, alters mountain hydrology by changing the canopy structure, radiation balance, and soil physical properties of the environment \[71,83–86\]. These changes produce varying and potentially costly post-fire hydrologic hazards ranging from reservoir sedimentation \[87,88\] to mass movements \[74\]. To be consistent with our worst-case hydroclimate projection, we selected the worst-case forest management scenario (no fuel treatments) from Westerling\[43\]. Efforts to expand low severity prescribed fire or when possible, manage wildland fire for resource benefits \[89\], can help reduce fuel loading and canopy interception, thereby increasing snow water storage and water yield \[90,91\] while also lowering the risk of later large and severe wildfires \[92\]. These methods could preserve water supply reliability and improve ecosystem function in mountain watersheds.
This paper provides proof-of-concept for applying the snow seasonality metric to identify regions at risk of transition from seasonal snowpacks to ephemeral snowpacks. Our use of one ESM realization, intentionally selected as an end-member case of likely interest to water management as a ‘worst case scenario’, is informative and a limitation. The SSM method can be extended to the other 31 LOCA-downscaled simulations from CMIP5, those in the other ESM ensembles (e.g., HighResMIP [9,93]), Coordinated Regional Climate Downscaling Experiments; [7]), as well as singular ESM studies (e.g., [30,94]).

Our approach yields results consistent with physical intuition. However, the sequential application of models (i.e., LOCA as input to VIC, VIC and LOCA as input to wildfire modeling) likely lacks two-way feedbacks or emergent connections that could alter results. Potentially missing feedbacks span the atmosphere-bedrock continuum [8] and include some of the following. Both hydrologic models and ESMs lack certain snow-albedo feedbacks, such as black carbon and litter deposition on snow and the gradient of canopy alterations following fire [71,83,86,95]. The multi-year post-fire changes in soil and vegetation properties influencing water and energy budgets vary with burn severity [86,96,97]. This variance potentially leads to underestimation of actual melt rates [98] and post-fire water yield [84]. Additional uncertainties in ESMs pertain to mountain precipitation phase partitioning and energy budgets potentially resulting in biased snow accumulation, persistence, and melt [7,8,99]). ESMs may also not capture extreme wind [100] or dry lightning [101,102] events that could influence the outcomes of the empirically-based wildfire model [43] and result in underestimates of ignitions and fire growth. Related to wildfire and runoff, the lack of time-varying CO$_2$ concentrations in CMIP5 ESMs will impact ET and potential ET as plants respond differently to elevated CO$_2$ levels [103]. Future studies using fully-coupled model approaches might evaluate snow seasonality sensitivity to projections of hydroclimate and land use and land cover change to further identify both vulnerable and resilient regions with the goal of prioritization of investments and adaptation strategies.

6. Conclusions

The coming decades will bring substantial hydroclimate change to the Pacific Southwest. This change involves warming temperatures, increased precipitation variability, snowpack decline, less efficient runoff, and increased wildfire potential. A “worst case scenario” 20-year dry period in the 21st century, identified using readily-available and state-sanctioned projections down-selected from a suite of simulations [39], was used to examine how such a multi-decadal drought could influence the hydrology and the fire activity in historical snow zones in the Pacific Southwest and California, respectively. Using snow seasonality classifications to identify historic snow zones and evaluate their projected changes during the multi-decadal drought, we found historically ephemeral regions will remain ephemeral but lose nearly all of their snow (Figure 2). The majority (80%) of historically seasonal snowpacks in the Pacific Southwest—also expected to lose significant peak snowpack (>50%)—will become ephemeral snowpacks (Figure 2). These hydroclimatic changes and snowpack transitions will influence ecohydrologic processes of the Pacific Southwest’s mountain watersheds in three ways. First, mountains will become less efficient at storing limited winter precipitation as snow (Figure 3). Second, snowmelt-derived runoff magnitudes will decline and runoff timing will shift earlier (Figure 6). Third, mountain watersheds will become more susceptible to wildfire (Figure 4), especially given fall season drying (Figure 7), with varied implications for downstream water quality and reservoir management that also must adjust to changes in timing and quantity of runoff (Figure 6). Given these outcomes, maintaining water supply reliability will benefit from collaborative, locally-specific, portfolio-based approaches to mitigate negative impacts and adapt to them [8,104]. By including relevant metrics and creative management strategies, we can develop resiliency to potential negative impacts related to changes in mountain hydrologic systems [31,36,37,90,105] while simultaneously reducing emissions [106] and increasing equity [22].
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